Any finite partial plane J, and thus any finite linear spa~e and any (simple) rank-three matroid, can be embedded into a translation plane. It even turns out, that o¢ is embeddable into a projective plane of Lenz class V, and that the characteristic of this plane can be chosen arbitrarily. In particular, any rank three matroid is realizable over a (not necessarily associative) division algebra. , we know that any partial plane J can be embedded into a projective plane, namely into its free plane extension. Unfortunately, in general such a free plane extension is a quite weak projective plane lying in the lowest Lenz-Barlotti class 1.1. In face of the significance embeddings into 'nice structures' usually have (think of, say, realizable matroids), it is justified and promising to study the question to which extend partial planes can be embedded into better projective planes.
such that (V,+) is a group with neutral element 0, V* := V\{0} is a loop with respect to '-° and with neutral element 1, and the distributive laws hold. For this and for further notions from geometric algebra, as for instance for the Lenz-Baflotti classification, the reader is referred to Pickert's book [3] . Since each division algebra V is a vector space over its center, a division algebra can also be characterized as a vector space V over some (commutative) Now let a finite partial plane .f = (.~, c~,, I) be given, i.e..~ and £~' are finite, nonempty, disjoined sets and I c .~ x .Z is a relation such that p~ e .~, Lje ~, and p~ 1 Lj for i, j = 1, 2 implies pt = p2 or Lt = L2.
Assume for a moment, that we have already an embedding of.f into the affine plane .~/(V) over some division algebra V, the points of which are the elements (x, y) e V x V, and the lines of which are the point sets (cf. [3, p. 31] ). Additionally assuming that each line of J is mapped to a line of the first kind, then to each point p and to each line L of.f there are associated coordinates xp, yp, mL, CL e V such that the following rule holds:
The main idea to achieve such an embedding is now as follows. We first associate to each point p and to each line L of.~ linearly independent vectors xp, yp, mL, cr_ of some vector space V over some field K. Secondly, we define an admissible partial product on V which obeys the rule given above, and, thirdly, we extend this product to V making V a division algebra. We start with proving the necessary algebraic extension theorems.
For the following lemmata, let V be a vector space of countably infinite dimension over some finite or countably infinite field K, and let 1 be some arbitrary, but fixed element of V* V is defined according to the settings above (recall U = (Bin)). We proceed in two steps.
Step 1: If there is already an element x ~ (B,-t) fulfilling (L~ + Lc.)(x) = d,, we put B;, := B,-1 and go to step 2. Otherwise, consider the subspace
Since B,-~ and A are finite, W is finitely dimensional, and therefore has some cospace W' of finite codimension in V, W ~ W' = V, Since, for each a e A, the mapping L~ is bijective, each space L~-I(W') has a finite codimension, showing that also the finite intersection 
Now we extend L, to (B;,) by choosing
Lb(x) := d. -L~.(x).
We shall show that Lb + L~: (B;,) --, V is injective for all c ~ (A). Since this is clear on ( ~,--t ), we only have to check (Lb + Lc)(X)$(Lb + Lc)((B,,-t>),
i.e. we have to verify for all c e (A)
In view of our choice of x, this is clear for all c ~ (A)\{c, }, and for c = on, it follows from our hypothesis that (Lb + L,.}(x) = d, has no solution x in (B,-t ).
Step 2. From step 1 we have a finite, independent set B;, with Bn-~ ,-B~, ~ V, and on which Lo is defined such that (~5) and (e) are fulfilled, i.e.
Lb + L~:(B~) ~ V is injective for all c e (A), and
(Lb + LJ(x) = dn for some x e (B;,).
If bn lies already in <B;,), we put Bn := B~, and are done. Otherwise, we choose some
which is possible, since B~, and A are finite but dim V = ~, put B~ := B;,u {bn}, and extend Lb to (Bn) by taking
Lb(b.) := y.
Then we have f,,r all c e (A)
which proves that Lb + L~ is injective on ~Bn>. Hence (a) up to (e) are fulfilled.
Clearly, by (a) and (y), the common extension of all Lb tO the union of all <B~), n/> m, is a linear mapping on V, also denoted by Lb. By (8) for some x ~ <A.). So let us assume that for some n-1 t> 0 the family (LahEa. , is already defined according to the setting above. We proceed in two steps.
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Step 1: If v,e(1) or if there is already an element xe~A.-t) fulfilling Lx(v.) = w., we put A~, := A.-~ and go to step 2. Otberwise, we fix an arbitrary element The preceding lemmata immediatel~ imply the following extension result. for all p ¢ ~ and all L ¢ .~ (of course, we assume that 1,2¢~, .Z). Additionally, we take infinitely many, mutually distinct elements bi, i ¢ N, not contained in the sets mentioned above. Let K be an arbitrary finite or countably infinite field. We consider the vector space V over K freely generated by the elements of Hence tp is an embedding, and we have proved Since the characteristic of a division algebra V equals the characteristic of the kernel of the projective plane II = II(V) over V, it is a geometric invariant not depending on the special choice of a coordinatizing division algebra (or quasifield).
Proposition 6. Let V be a vector space of countably infinite dimension over a finite or countably infinite field K, and let A = {at ..... ah } and B = {bl ..... b,} be two finite, independent subsets of V with 1 := al = bl (k,m ~ N). Then any admissible product ".": A × B ~ V can be extended to a product on V making (V, +,. ) a (not necessarily associative) division algebra, which contains K in its center.
Hence, we may refer to char(V) as the characteristic of II(V) and of d(V). As to the Lenz-Barlotti classification of projective planes, our theorem immediately implies (cf. [3, p. 334] Given a (projective) translation plane//(V) over some quasifield or division algebra V, up to now only the subplanes which arise from the subalgebras of V were known explicitly. They all have a Lenz-Barlotti class higher than or equal to that of H(V), and they all have the same characteristic as H(V). In contrast to this experience, our theorem allows the construction of a translation plane containing finitely many Desarguesian subplanes II (GF(p,)) We are now going to refine our construction to allow embeddings of certain infinite structures. We first need Since each/,# extends its predecessor, there exists a common extension ~ of all ~.. In view of (~0, l( is defined on B x B, and thus yields a product on V. Since each p# is admissible, V has no zero divisors with respect to ~(, and in view of (8) Remark 14. (a) Although we actually embed each finite partial plane ,~" into the affine plane over some division algebra, our embedding is not an "affine embedding', since we ignore any parallelism that might be defined on #. Indeed, no two lines of .f are mapped onto parallel lines by our construction.
(b) In [4] , Rad6 has dealt with the question which partial planes can be extended to projective planes fulfilling certain general closure conditions. Note, that the closure conditions describing the Lenz classes I-V are not general in Rad6's sense, since they rely on certain fixed elements.
(c) Making use of the mechanism described by Hughes in [2, Section 3], it is possible to extend the product on A x B given in the proof of Theorem 7 to V such that ( V, +,. ) becomes a proper Cartesian field. This should yield an embedding of .¢ into a projective plane of Lenz class 11. Of course, such an embedding can also be achieved by firstly embedding .¢ into a translation plane H of class V and then changing H into a plane of class II using some standard constructions. Similarly, it is also possible, to embed .¢ into a translation plane of Lenz class IV. We will not pursue this theme here.
(dl In contrast to this, it is impossible to embed each finite partial plane or each rank-three matroid .¢ into a projective plane of a Lenz class higher than V. Such an embedding requires that the special form of the axiom of Desargues where center and axis are incident is not violated in ,¢.
